Collaboration is key for upskilling
In May, Health Workforce Queensland held our Emergency
Cardiology Workshop in Cairns for the first time in over 10 years!

Dr Spencer Toombes, a Toowoombabased medical professional, was
the Lead Facilitator for the workshop
with Dr Matt Nettle, Prince Charles
Hospital in Brisbane, delivering
sessions on chest pain, arrhythmias,
health failure and ECG skill
sessions. The unique element of this
workshop was the use of high fidelity
simulation.

High fidelity simulation
allows for reproduction
of real life scenarios, it
allows time for health
professionals to obtain
adequate equipment
familiarisation, enhances
learning outcomes,
strengthens teamwork
capability and increases
practitioner confidence.
The Emergency Cardiology
Workshop has been limited to southeast Queensland locations due to
the use of simulation technology
available and qualified simulation
instructors. With overwhelming
support from local health
professionals and organisations, we
were able to provide this workshop
to North Queensland health
professionals.
Cathryn Jackson is a Senior
Paramedic Clinical Supervisor at
Central Queensland (CQ) University
Cairns Campus; where the workshop
was held and Cairns Hospital
Emergency Consultant
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Dr Katrina Starmer was the simulation
facilitator. “The Emergency
Cardiology Workshop gave the
paramedic science team the
opportunity to collaborate with the
nursing discipline to create a realistic
environment for remote and rural
health professionals to discuss and
practice emergency cardiology
scenarios,” Cathy said.
“It is no secret that simulation is a
highly effective teaching medium,
which has been used for many years
in the airline industry and is more
recently taking the medical world by
storm,” Dr Starmer said.

We couldn’t have achieved
this outcome without the
collaboration from many skilled
health professionals – as well as our
strong Training and Events Team.
We now have the ability to
alternate between Brisbane
and Cairns for the Emergency
Cardiology Workshop and
provide professional development
opportunities to more rural health
professionals than before!

Many of the workshop attendees
had not previously participated
in simulation. “I was impressed
with their willingness and ability
to suspend reality and immerse
themselves in the scenario.”
“Simulation in this capacity provides
an opportunity to not only extend
and apply medical knowledge in
a clinical context, but to network
and come together as a team,” Dr
Starmer said.
“The holistic benefits of high fidelity
simulation exposure flow through to
the manner in which we manage
and treat our patients,” Cathy said.
The delivery of continuing
professional development
workshops, like the Emergency
Cardiology Workshop, expand
the scope of practice for health
professionals across remote and
rural Queensland, which expands
a community’s access to health
care services close to home.

Image of Dr Katrina Starmer
from Cairns Hospital facilitating
high fidelity simulation.

